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Stepping up the “Game” in Physical Education

Let’s Dance — 2–8

6.  The Thriller Dance Modifi ed  
(Michael Jackson)

Introduction: Lie on the ground as if you are 

dead in a grave or lying in a casket. As soon as 

the song begins, pretend you are waking up from 

the dead, almost zombie-like. As you stand, start 

a little neck twitch…..tilt head down to the right 

while simultaneously lifting right shoulder up to 

towards head. Perform the neck twitch during the 

lead up into the actual song. Remember, you’re a 

possessed dance creature of the night!

PART 1:  “Monster Claws”

Step to the R while creating 

    monster claws to the R 2 counts

Step to the L while creating 

    monster claws to the R 2 counts

Repeat R, L, R, L for the remaining 4 counts 

performing the monster claws  4 counts

PART 2:  “Slide, Shimmy, Clap”

Step to the R with an exaggerated slide 

    of your L foot until it meets your R foot

 4 counts

Note: as you slide R, shimmy your shoulders 

up and down in an alternating pattern and 

bring your arms straight above your head 

and clap once on the 4th count.

Step to the L with an exaggerated slide 

    of your R foot until it meets your L foot

 4 counts

Repeat the slide, shimmy, clap on 

the 8th count

PART 3:  “Breast Stroke”
Forward:

Shuffl  e step R, L, R, L as if you are performing the 

breast stroke swim in waist-deep water.

 4 counts

Shuffl  e step L, R, L, R as if you are performing the 

breast stroke swim in waist-deep water.

 4 counts

PART 4:  “Zombie Stomp Backwards”
Backward:

Stomp R while performing monster claws, 

eyes bulging 2 counts

Stomp L while performing monster claws, 

eyes bulging 2 counts

Stomp R, L, R, L while performing monster claws, 

eyes bulging 4 counts

Note: Remember to make your best zombie 

impression throughout the dance move!

PART 5:  “Dealing Cards”

Stand with feet shoulders width apart. Bend the 

right leg; lift the heel, and move your leg in and 

out (like opening and closing a door), while simul-

taneously dealing cards with your right hand each 

count. Also, slightly lean further and further to the 

right with each deal of a card.  4 counts

Stand with feet shoulders width apart. Bend the 

right leg; lift the heel, and move your leg in and 

out (like opening and closing a door), while simul-

taneously dealing cards with your right hand each 

count. Also, slightly lean further and further to the 

right with each deal of a card.  4 counts

Turn a quarter turn counterclockwise (to face the 

wall to your left) as you deal the last card to the 

left on EVERY 8th count.

Start Over


